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Abstract--This paper introduces a current differential protec-

tion scheme, appropriate for application in medium voltage ac-
tive distribution systems, where it is desired to keep the greatest 
possible number of loads and DG units energized during a fault. 
Conventional two-terminal percentage current differential relays 
are used to form successive, time-current-coordinated, differen-
tial protection zones. Multiple time-delayed differential elements 
in each protection zone guarantee coordination with the zone’s 
lateral protection devices, as well as between successive differen-
tial protection zones. Sensitive time-delayed differential elements 
protect against relatively high-resistance faults, while instantane-
ous differential elements minimize protection speed whenever 
possible. Additional emergency differential elements deal with 
post-fault topology changes and breaker failure conditions en-
hancing the overall scheme’s performance. The proposed scheme 
is applied to a model of real medium voltage distribution system 
with distributed generation, considering a ring topology opera-
tion. A detailed simulation-based study proves the applicability 
and enhanced performance of the proposed scheme. 
 

Index Terms--Differential protection, distributed generation, 
percentage differential relay, power distribution systems, protec-
tion coordination. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
HE prospect of mass integration of distributed generation 
(DG) into distribution systems requires, among others, the 

design of new protection schemes, given the unsuitability of 
conventional overcurrent protection under these conditions 
[1]. Most of the relevant proposed protection solutions utilize 
directional overcurrent protection schemes, based on optimiza-
tion algorithms [2], [3], adaptive logic [4], [5], or pilot-based 
logic [6], [7]. A basic limitation of such solutions is that coor-
dination with existing lateral protection means is not ad-
dressed. Other research efforts follow alternative protection 
approaches, e.g., employing deep neural networks, dynamic 
state estimation, or a multifunctional logic [8]-[10]. However, 
the applicability of these approaches with commercial relays 
cannot be considered immediate since they rely on advanced 
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infrastructure and network awareness. 
Since the operation conditions of modern/future distribu-

tion systems with DG (i.e. bidirectional short-circuit current 
flow and/or closed-loop configuration) resemble those of 
transmission systems, protection principles traditionally en-
countered in the latter, have been also considered for the for-
mer. Within this context, distance-based protection schemes 
have been proposed for DG-integrated distribution systems 
[11]-[13]. Nevertheless, a drawback of such schemes is the 
requirement for a voltage transformer, along with each relay. 

On the other hand, line current differential protection has 
been envisioned as a promising solution for radial or closed-
loop DG-integrated distribution systems over the last years. 
Current differential protection schemes for radial distribution 
systems with DG have been proposed in [14]-[23]. A limita-
tion of [14]-[20] is that the effect of intermediate DG infeed or 
load on differential protection performance is not addressed. 
The DG infeed effect is especially critical in terms of false 
tripping, not only during normal system operation, but also 
during external faults, which may require coordination be-
tween successive differential relays (DRs). In [21], the differ-
ential protection scheme is properly set to prevent erroneous 
tripping due to intermediate loads, without, however, examin-
ing coordination with the protection means of the respective 
laterals, or the effect of intermediate DG.  

Inverter-interfaced DG (IIDG) units are considered inside 
differential protection zones (DPZs) in [22], [23], where a 
methodology for estimating the short-circuit contribution of 
intermediate IIDG units is proposed. However, the effect of 
intermediate loads and coordination with lateral protection are 
not addressed. The effect of intermediate DG infeed is taken 
into account in [24], but only for low-infeed IIDG units; hence 
DR coordination issues during external faults do not arise. 

The increased reliability requirements of closed-loop distri-
bution systems with DG have rendered differential protection 
a good match for such applications [25]-[29]. In this case as 
well, a basic limitation of the proposed schemes is that neither 
coordination with lateral protection, nor the effect of interme-
diate DG infeed or load is addressed. The differential protec-
tion scheme proposed in [30] is properly set to prevent errone-
ous tripping due to intermediate load outfeeds, as well as to 
coordinate with lateral protection; in fact, an inverse time-
differential-current characteristic is applied for the latter pur-
pose. However, besides not complying with the capabilities of 
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most commercial DRs, coordinating such a characteristic with 
a typical inverse time-current characteristic is challenging, as 
each characteristic refers to a different type of measured cur-
rent. Moreover, intermediate DG units are not considered in 
this work either. 

A preliminary differential-based protection solution against 
the limitations of existing relevant studies has been proposed 
by the authors in [31]. However, in this work, a single main 
differential element is enabled in each DPZ, which does not 
permit a concurrently selective and fast DR operation. 

This paper reconsiders the above practice, proposing a mul-
ti-element differential protection scheme for active distribu-
tion systems, where it is desired to disconnect the smallest 
possible network part during faults (to avoid mass load/DG 
disconnection or potentially sustain an intentional island). The 
main contributions of this work are the following: 
• A new differential protection approach is introduced, 

where each relay uses multiple time-graded current differ-
ential elements for primary protection, ensuring at the 
same time coordination with lateral protection and fast 
enough operation during main line faults. 

• The complimentary use of multiple elements in each DR 
provides adequate protection speed and selectivity under 
both normal and post fault distribution system topology, 
thus increasing protection and distribution system opera-
tion reliability to the greatest extent possible. 

• The proposed relay setting methodology compensates for 
the effect of intermediate load and DG, preventing erro-
neous tripping during normal operation and external 
faults. To address the latter case, instead of desensitizing 
DRs, a time-graded coordination approach is followed. 

• The proposed protection scheme is based on existing DR 
capabilities and simple current differential characteristics, 
commonly encountered in commercial relays. This en-
hances the applicability of the presented solution. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II in-
troduces the basic principle of the proposed differential pro-
tection scheme. Section III describes the normal setting proce-
dure of the differential elements, whereas Section IV address-
es the same procedure considering emergency conditions in 
the distribution system. Section V summarizes the main find-
ings from the application of the proposed protection scheme in 
a replica of an actual distribution system, whereas Section VI 
concludes the paper. 

II.  INTRODUCING THE PROPOSED CURRENT DIFFERENTIAL 
PROTECTION CONCEPT 

Let us consider a section of an illustrative medium voltage 
(MV) power distribution feeder with DG (Fig. 1). Protection 
devices (PDs) are assumed to be installed along each lateral 
and up to the primary of MV / low voltage (LV) power distri-
bution transformers. For simplicity, only the remotest MV/LV 
power distribution transformer at each lateral is shown in Fig. 
1, whereas lateral loads have been concentrated at this point. 

Assume further that a numerical DR is installed at several 
measurement points of the main feeder line, as shown in Fig. 
1. The decision on the number of DRs depends on the system 

operation experience, the desired system reliability level 
(which depends on the ability of the system to maintain the 
largest possible number of loads and DG units, or to partially 
operate in an intentionally islanded mode after a fault), and 
ultimately on financial issues, and is normally made by the 
distribution system operator. It is noted that determining the 
optimum number of DRs is out of the scope of this paper. 

A pair of DRs forms a DPZ, covering a part of the main 
feeder line and the connected laterals up to the remotest 
MV/LV power distribution transformer (illustrated with the 
red dashed line). The DPZ simultaneously provides primary 
protection against faults occurring in the main feeder and 
backup protection against faults occurring in the laterals. If 
fuses are the lateral PDs, a fuse blowing philosophy should be 
adopted for the backup protection scheme. The DRs assigned 
to a DPZ continuously exchange current measurements re-
ceived from current transformers (CTs) installed at the meas-
urement points. For this purpose, a fast communication chan-
nel between the DRs is required. 

Under normal system conditions, load currents are flowing 
in all circuit branches. Due to the lateral loads and the DG 
units connected to the main feeder in between the CTs of a 
DPZ, a differential current is always measured by the DRs of 
this zone under normal (non-fault) system conditions. Differ-
ential currents are also measured by the DRs if a short-circuit 
fault occurs internally or externally to a DPZ. Internal faults 
are those occurring in the main feeder line or in the laterals of 
the area covered by the DPZ of interest. External faults are 
those occurring in a neighbor DPZ. In the latter case, a differ-
ential current may be sensed by the DRs of the non-faulted 
DPZ due to the DG infeed effect. 

To retain coordination between the DRs and the lateral 
main PDs (MPDs) of a DPZ, a time delayed trip is introduced 
to the DRs of this zone. Note that each lateral’s MPD is sup-
posed to be properly coordinated with all the downstream 
PDs. Hence, setting of downstream lateral PDs is not of inter-
est in this work. Nevertheless, in order to increase protection 
security, each DPZ is set not to detect faults occurring in the 
LV part of the distribution system. 

Besides guaranteeing coordination between the DRs of a 
DPZ and the lateral PDs, selectivity between the DRs of suc-
cessive DPZs should also be guaranteed. Therefore, a time-
current-graded coordination between successive DPZs is addi-
tionally considered. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  DPZ formation in a typical power distribution system. 
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To sum up, the DRs of each DPZ must operate reliably un-
der all the critical fault and non-fault conditions and all the 
possible grid operation states. Overall, DRs should be set to: 
• Prevent trip during normal non-fault system conditions, 

irrelative of load/generation level and grid configuration. 
• Clear every single fault occurring inside a DPZ, at least 

for a specified fault-resistance range. 
• Provide a time-delayed trip command to ensure coordina-

tion with the lateral MPDs, in case of lateral faults. 
• Not detect faults occurring in the LV network.  
• Preserve selectivity between successive DPZs to avoid 

nuisance tripping (e.g. due to DG infeed effect). 

III.  DIFFERENTIAL RELAYS SETTING PHILOSOPHY 
The proposed current differential protection scheme utilizes 

a pair of DRs to form an enhanced DPZ. Multiple differential 
elements of the DRs pair are enabled to protect the DPZ. The 
differential elements are set based on a systematic offline sim-
ulation procedure conducted once. Note that for the sake of 
illustration, we describe the abovementioned setting procedure 
by specifically referring to the differential elements of a par-
ticular pair of DRs, namely that of DRi and DRj, which defines 
the respective DPZij. Obviously, the proposed setting philoso-
phy equally holds for every DPZ. 

Despite the fact that communication between the DRs is 
obviously assumed, the associated delay (due to latency etc.) 
is negligible in distribution systems due to the short line 
lengths. Therefore, communication delay has no impact on the 
proposed protection scheme and it is omitted from the analysis 
presented below. It is further assumed that common supple-
mentary functions included in commercial differential relays 
(e.g., harmonic-blocking) are enabled in this scheme. 

A.  Setting the Main Time-Delayed Current Differential Ele-
ments  
    1)  Setting a Single Element 

Assume that a percentage current differential element is en-
abled in DRi and DRj to protect the DPZij. Such an element has 
the characteristic shown in Fig. 2. The operating current 
equals the magnitude of the vectorial sum of the currents 
measured by the CTs at both ends of DPZij [refer to (1)], 
whereas the restraining current equals half the sum of the in-
dividual measured current magnitudes [refer to (2)] 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Percentage differential characteristic. 

 
Each DR trips its local circuit-breaker (CB) if (3) holds for 

a specified time delay td,ij: 

, = +op ij i jI I I  (1) 

, 2

+
=

i j
res ij

I I
I  (2) 

min
, , ,> +op ij ij res ij op ijI b I I  (3) 

, ,≥ +d ij p ij ctit t t  (4) 
where bij is a bias factor defining the slope of the current dif-
ferential characteristic, 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

min  is the minimum pickup differen-
tial current threshold, tp,ij is the operating time of internal (lat-
eral) MPDs or external (neighbor) DRs, and tcti is the request-
ed coordination time interval. 

The slope bij is set to address several factors affecting the 
DRs performance and especially CT saturation. Larger bias 
factors limit the operating area and therefore they are preferred 
if protection security is of outmost concern. Indeed, protection 
security is preferred in this work and therefore, unless other-
wise stated, the b setting value tends always to this direction. 
𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
min  is set to achieve adequate sensitivity, avoiding, how-

ever, an early trip which would compromise coordination. 
𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
min  is set to avoid undesired trip under normal 

load/generation conditions, or external zone short-circuit 
faults. Hence, the appropriate setting of 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

min  takes into ac-
count the current inequality at the two measurement points 
(CTs location) due to the lateral loads and the DG infeed, as 
well as external short-circuits causing the undesired operation 
of DPZij especially under the DG infeed effect. 

The appropriate choice of td,ij depends on the specific pro-
tection objectives set to the DRs pair. For faults with a fault 
resistance up to a specified value (𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓

sp), occurring in the lat-
erals of DPZij, an intentional time delay 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

lat  must be selected 
to keep coordination between the DRs of this zone and its lat-
eral MPDs. The respective differential element is set with a 
time-delay that is derived from the following criterion: 

lat max
, ,≥ +d ij mpd ij ctit t t  (5) 

where 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
max  is the maximum MPD operating time resulted 

for all the common short-circuit fault types examined in the 
laterals of the DPZij. If the MPD is a fuse, 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

max  corresponds 
to the maximum total clearing time 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

max. Note that, in the 
latter case, a lower tcti can be typically considered compared to 
the case where the MPD is an overcurrent relay. However, the 
same tcti is always assumed in this paper, for the sake of sim-
plicity. 

If it is possible for DPZij to detect external faults, another 
intentional time delay 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡  must be selected, for coordination 
with neighbor DPZs. For instance, if DPZij and DPZmn are con-
sidered, the respective current differential element should also 
comply with the following condition: 

ext lat
, ,≥ +d ij d mn ctit t t  (6) 

Ultimately, the largest time delay out of the two determined 
above is selected as the marginally required time delay setting 
𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
marg of the DRs of interest: 
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{ }marg lat ext
, ,, max ,= d ij d ijd ijt t t  (7) 

    2)  Setting Multiple Elements 
The time delay setting of (7) is appropriate to maintain co-

ordination within a DPZ (for lateral faults) or between succes-
sive DPZs. However, at the same time, this time delay setting 
may be considered very high in case of faults occurring in the 
main feeder part covered by a DPZ. To deal with this problem, 
this paper proposes utilizing multiple time-delayed current 
differential elements instead of one in the DRs of each DPZ. 
These elements are accordingly graded with each other to op-
erate in a coordinated manner. In this way, a better compro-
mise between selectivity and DRs tripping time is achieved. 

For setting multiple time-delayed current differential ele-
ments to protect the same DPZ (e.g. DPZij), the following pro-
cedure is adopted. The minimum clearing time 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

min  out of 
all clearing times of the MPDs inside the DPZij is determined 
based on static short-circuit simulation analysis. The analysis 
examines short-circuit faults of any type, occurring at several 
places inside the DPZij. Fault resistances up to the specified 
value 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓

sp are simulated. By adding the necessary coordination 
time interval tcti to the minimum clearing time 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

min , the 
conditionally fastest time-delay setting 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

fast  of the current 
differential elements is determined. The latter is given below: 

fast min
, ,≥ +d ij mpd ij ctit t t  (8) 

The next step is to calculate the time difference (Δtd,ij) be-
tween the minimum required and the fastest possible time de-
lay setting of the current differential elements in DPZij: 

marg fast
, ,,∆ = −d ij d ijd ijt t t  (9) 

If a considerable time difference Δtd,ij comes out, then this 
time difference can be discretized by dividing it with a desired 
constant time period Δtdes (e.g. 100 ms). The rounded outcome 
plus one is the number of the multiple elements n to be set in 
DPZij: 

,

,
1d ij

des ij

t
n round

t

 ∆
= +  ∆ 

  
 

(10) 

In other words, n current differential elements will be set 
with the fastest having a time delay equal to 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

fast and the 
slowest a time delay equal to 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

marg . The time delay of each 
intermediate current differential element k, enabled for DPZij, 
will be: 

 ( )k fast
, , , 1,..., 2d ij d ij dest round t k t k n= + ∆ = −        (11) 

After the determination of the number of current differen-
tial elements and their time-delay, the next step of the proce-
dure is to set the pickup current threshold 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

min (k) of each of 
those elements. This is a very important step since otherwise 
no discrimination between the multiple time-delayed current 
differential elements can be achieved. Note that the bias factor 
bij and the minimum restraining current 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

min  are once decided 
for each current differential element, according to what is de-
scribed in the previous subsection, and kept constant. Fig. 3 
shows the flowchart of the above-described procedure. 

 
Fig. 3.  Flowchart of multiple elements setting procedure. 

 
Setting 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

min (k) to each current differential element k aims 
at finding the short-circuit fault conditions that cause the 
slowest PD inside DPZij to keep selectivity with the current 
differential element of interest. For instance, given the time 
delay 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

k  of element k (as derived based on the procedure 
described in Subsection III.A.1), the short-circuit fault magni-
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tude, resistance and location causing the clearing time of the 
slowest PD to be marginally smaller than 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

k − 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 is sought.  

B.  Setting the Sensitive Time-Delayed Current Differential 
Element 

In order to deal with relatively high impedance faults ex-
clusively, an additional time-delayed current differential ele-
ment is enabled in each DRs pair. This element has a more 
sensitive characteristic, intending to efficiently protect against 
faults with fault resistance at least up to 40 Ω (or greater), re-
gardless of whether coordination between the DRs and the 
zone’s PDs is preserved or not. Note that the 40 Ω resistance 
is a typical maximum fault resistance value considered in ac-
tual protection design studies [32].  

The pick-up differential current threshold 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜min  of this ele-
ment is set slightly higher than the maximum differential cur-
rent expected during normal system operation, considering all 
the possible system states. Focusing again on DRi and DRj, the 
above criterion is described as below: 

min max
, ,>op ij ij diff ijI c I  (12) 

where 𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
max  is the maximum differential current sensed by 

DRi and DRj under all the possible normal system pre-fault 
conditions, and cij is a security factor. 

In order to avoid overlaps, the sensitive current differential 
element should be set with a time delay 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  which is greater 
than the 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

min set to preserve coordination with the MPDs 
within the DPZij as well as with successive DPZs (see previ-
ous subsection). If this leads to an unacceptable time delay 
setting, that is to a time delay setting exceeding the through-
fault damage time limitation of any of the zone’s equipment, 
then the time-delay setting of the sensitive current differential 
element will be restricted to the acceptable upper time limit 
(tutl) imposed by this limitation: 

min
,utl d,ij d ijt t t≥ >                                (13) 

It is noted that 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚  can be set as high as required to 

achieve the desired sensitivity, since there is no danger of 
compromising coordination in that case. 

C.  Setting the Instantaneous Current Differential Element 
It is understood that it is preferrable to clear short-circuit 

faults occurring at the main feeder line part of a DPZ instanta-
neously. However, as addressed in Subsection III.B, this is 
difficult to achieve due to the need of coordination with the 
lateral PDs. Indeed, a fault at the beginning of a lateral (i.e. FA 
in Fig. 1) practically produces almost the same fault current 
magnitude with that of a fault (i.e. FB in Fig. 1) in the main 
line close to this lateral. Hence, discrimination is not possible 
and instantaneous elements cannot be applied. 

However, for short-circuit faults occurring at the main 
feeder line and up to the connection point of the first lateral 
within the zone (e.g. FC in Fig. 1), an instantaneous current 
differential element can be enabled in the DRs pair. The re-
spective differential current elements are set with no inten-
tional time-delay:  

0d,ijt  (14) 

Fig. 4 indicatively illustrates the respective differential el-
ement characteristic. It is noteworthy that 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚  could proba-
bly be freely set as high as required in that case, since the in-
stantaneous characteristic will expectedly be placed safely 
above the rest differential characteristics. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4.  Multi-element characteristics of a DR. (a) Elements enabled during 
pre-fault conditions, (b) Elements enabled during post-fault conditions. 

IV.  PROTECTION SCHEME FOR EMERGENCY CONDITIONS 

A.  Breaker-Failure Protection 
For the case where a CB fails to open, although a trip order 

has been issued by the respective DR, a breaker-failure (BF) 
scheme is additionally designed to enhance protection securi-
ty. The latter ensures that if a CB fails to open after receiving 
a trip signal by its corresponding DR, an alternative CB will 
be tripped by the same DR to clear the fault. For instance, re-
ferring to Fig. 1, if a fault occurs in the DPZij, the CBs (not 
explicitly shown in Fig. 1) at the location of DRi and DRj 
should be tripped by these relays. Assume now that CBi (i.e. 
the CB controlled by DRi) trips correctly but CBj (i.e. the CB 
controlled by DRj) fails to open. Then, DRj will trip another 
CB, which in this example will be the CBm (or CBn if DRj and 
DRm share the same CBm in a less expensive implementation). 

Fig. 5 shows the designed BF trip logic of DRj. Once DRj 
issues a trip order to CBj, a BF initiation (BFI) signal is simul-
taneously asserted. We assume that BFI signal remains active 
for a proper time duration. Afterwards, the state of CBj is 
checked for a time period equal to tBF. Typically, tBF lasts for 
7-15 cycles [33], to compensate for the CBj interrupting time 
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 6 

plus any other delays associated with the relay. If CBj remains 
closed after tBF expires, DRj trips the alternative CBs. In the 
meantime, a re-trip command is issued to CBj, as a second 
attempt to trip this CB, in order to avoid opening remote CBs. 
The re-trip time delay (tRT) is set to 1-2 cycles, just to avoid 
misoperation due to nuisance input (e.g. noise) [33]. 

It is further assumed that common supplementary functions 
included in commercial differential relays (e.g., harmonic-
blocking) are enabled in this scheme. 

 
Fig. 5.  Breaker-failure trip logic of a DRi. 

B.  Post-Fault Topology Protection 
When a DR pair trips correctly, a part of the distribution 

system is disconnected. For such a change in network topolo-
gy, the differential current measured by the remaining DRs 
during the post-fault system operation may change significant-
ly. Hence, the settings resulting from the methodology of the 
previous section, which are calculated taking into considera-
tion the pre-fault network topology, may not be suitable under 
the new system conditions. 

To cope with this problem, the post-fault topology time-
delayed current differential element is introduced. This ele-
ment is beforehand set in each DR pair and is enabled only if 
any other differential element in the system has previously 
tripped, causing a subsequent topology change. 

The post-fault topology protection element enables a single 
current differential characteristic (Fig. 4b), which replaces all 
the previous ones (i.e. the multiple time-delayed, sensitive, 
and instantaneous characteristics). It is set to detect all the 
internal faults with a fault resistance up to 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓

sp, retaining the 
protection coordination logic with the lateral PDs in the post-
fault system state. For this purpose, proper time delay (𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑) and 
pickup differential current threshold settings  (𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

min , 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
min ) 

are determined, based on a detailed  simulation-based setting 
procedure. The latter examines all the critical faults and the 
different network operation states. 

If faults with higher resistance than 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓
sp are to be cleared, 

then a second sensitive post-fault topology protection element 
can be set (also shown in Fig. 4b). Again, proper settings must 
be determined for the pickup differential current threshold 
𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
min , the restraining current 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

min , and the time delay 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑 of 
this sensitive differential element through simulations. 

It is noted that a limited number of current differential 
characteristics is enabled in this case, resulting in safe-side but 
non-optimal operation times. This is for protection scheme 
design simplicity, given that the post-fault topology regards a 
temporary and emergency situation. A more detailed configu-

ration could optionally be set, by following the methodology 
proposed previously for the main topology. 

Although the post-fault topology current differential ele-
ments provide the required protection sensitivity, they raise 
some selectivity issues in ring-type networks. For instance, a 
very sensitive setting may cause a false DR trip for an external 
fault (i.e. in the nearby DPZ). Such a nuisance trip may occur 
due to the change from a ring to a radial network topology, 
which leads to only one CT taking current measurements in 
some DPZs (i.e. those which are not fed by a downstream DG 
unit, but include DG). Nevertheless, this problem can be over-
come by sending a blocking signal to neighboring DRs, if a 
fault is certainly recognized inside a specific DPZ. 

For this purpose, an independent differential current 
threshold 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓bl  is defined in each DRs pair, enabled as long as 
the post-fault topology is maintained. In fact, this is the mini-
mum differential current seen by the DRs during an internal 
fault, that concurrently causes a false trip of nearby DPZs. If 
the measured differential current exceeds this threshold, a 
blocking signal is sent to the DRs of a neighboring DPZ. Note 
that this threshold results after a detailed offline fault-
simulation study, while it is ensured that it is not exceeded in 
more than one DPZs at the same time (i.e. it is exceeded only 
in the faulted DPZ). 

Note that the activation of the normal/sensitive post-fault 
topology time-delayed elements, as well as the activation of 
the blocking element, are triggered by a pilot signal sent from 
the tripped DRs to all other DRs. In other words, when a trip 
command is asserted in any DR, a setting group change com-
mand is sent to all other DRs in the distribution system to dis-
able the normal topology elements (Fig. 4a) and enable the 
post-fault topology elements (Fig. 4b). It is obvious that for 
this purpose, the DRs should communicate with each other 
and have two setting groups beforehand stored in their 
memory: one setting group for the normal system topology 
and a second for the post-fault system topology. Since these 
complimentary setting groups provide adequate network pro-
tection for the normal and the post-fault topology respectively 
and are enabled when a change in the network topology oc-
curs, the proposed protection scheme can be characterized as 
an adaptive protection solution supported by communications 
means. 

V.  APPLICATION STUDY 

A.  Examined Power Distribution System 
The proposed protection scheme is tested through simula-

tions in the real power distribution system model depicted in 
Fig. 6. PowerFactory software is used for the simulations. The 
examined test system is formed by two 20-kV, mixed over-
head (OH)-underground (UG) distribution feeders of the city 
of Xanthi, Greece, namely Line-23 and Line-24. Each feeder 
is assumed hosting one 3-MW-rated photovoltaic (PV) unit 
(with a maximum steady-state short-circuit current of 1 p.u.) 
and two 1.5-MW-rated synchronous generators (SGs). The 
laterals of the overhead line part, as well as the distribution 
transformers spread along the network, are protected by a fuse 
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installed at their departure and their primary side, respectively. 
Further technical details of this system can be found in [34]. 

Due to the different line characteristics and configuration of 
the overhead network compared to the underground one, the 
present analysis is performed separately for these line parts. 
Based on that, a single DPZ is formed to protect the entire 
overhead line part of each feeder, and two other DPZs are re-
sponsible to protect the underground part. All these zones are 
shown in Fig. 6 with different line styles and colors. 

B.  Simulation Methodology 
The setting procedure comprises an extensive simulation 

study, which is conducted considering the following system 
conditions: 
• Minimum and maximum system load conditions, that is 

40%Stotal and 100%Stotal, respectively; Stotal (15.93 MVA) 
is the maximum simultaneously expected load consump-
tion on both feeders (Line-23 and Line-24) when the net-
work is operated as a ring. 

• Minimum and maximum DG penetration, that is 0 and 
75%Stotal, respectively. 

The bias factor b is set equal to 80% in all the DRs for in-
creased protection security. Safety factor c is taken equal to 
1.1, whereas Δtdes is assumed equal to 100 ms. 

Table I includes the time data of the DRs constituting each 
DPZ formed, resulting from the methodology proposed in 
Subsection III. First of all, the maximum and minimum total 
clearing time (𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡max and  𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡min, respectively) of the main lateral 
fuse inside each DPZ is calculated, by conducting all the types 
of fault at multiple lateral points, considering all the marginal 
fault/system conditions. By adding a typical tcti of 0.3 s, we 
determine the minimum required and fastest time delay setting 
(𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑min and  𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑fast, respectively) of a differential element enabled 
in each DPZ. Then, by using (10), we calculate the total num-
ber of differential elements that have to be enabled in each 
DPZ, to achieve the proposed multi-element coordinated oper-

ation (refer to the Δtd and n values of Table I). 
The complete settings of the DRs in each DPZ are present-

ed in Table II. As for DPZ1,1΄ and DPZ5,5΄, the time delay set-
ting td of the intermediate differential elements between the 
slowest and the fastest one (as determined in Table I), is calcu-
lated using (11). The 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜min and 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟min setting of each differential 
element of a DPZ is set based on a detailed simulation study 
(refer to Subsection III.A), ensuring that, under any 
fault/system conditions, a fault detected by this element will 
not result in miscoordination between the corresponding DRs 
and a fuse inside this DPZ. It is noted that, due to intermediate 
DG infeed, a differential element of a DPZ can also detect 
faults occurring in an adjacent DPZ; however, proper check is 
made to ensure that the time delay setting of such an element 
is safely above the time delay setting of the tripping element 
of the faulted DPZ. 

Table II also includes the resulting settings of the sensitive 
and the instantaneous current differential elements. For setting 
the 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜min and 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟min of the sensitive elements, a detailed load-
flow simulation study is conducted, ensuring that undesired 
tripping of these elements is avoided under normal system 
conditions (refer to Subsection III.B). The time delay of these 
elements is set to 2 s, which is the upper time limit (tutl) im-
posed by the damage curve of the main substation transformer. 
Obviously, this time delay setting is high enough to coordinate 
with the rest differential elements of the same DPZ. 

The instantaneous elements are set with no intentional time 
delay, while their 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜min and 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟min are set to allow tripping only 
for severe faults occurring in the first main line segment, i.e., 
before the first lateral of each DPZ (refer to Subsection III.C). 
Since such a main line segment is absent from DPZ3,3΄, an in-
stantaneous element is not enabled for this zone. 

The representative case of DPZ1,1΄ is chosen in Fig. 7, to il-
lustrate the resulting differential characteristics. 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Examined distribution system. 
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 8 

Table III shows the resulting settings for the post-fault to-
pology protection elements. Since the network topology 
change from ring to radial can now more easily result in false 
tripping of a differential element due to an external fault (refer 
to Subsection IV.B), setting 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓bl  is crucial.  

 
 

TABLE I 
DETERMINING TIME DATA AND NUMBER OF MAIN DIFFERENTIAL ELEMENTS 

DPZ 
max
tct

(ms) 

min
tct

(ms) 

min
dt

(ms) 

fast
dt  

(ms) 
Δtd 

(ms) n 

1,1΄ 405 14 705 314 391 5 
2,2΄ 138 14 438 314 124 2 
3,3΄ 141 14 441 314 131 2 
4,4΄ 408 14 708 314 396 5 
5,5΄ 65 13 365 313 52 2 
6,6΄ 68 13 368 313 57 2 

 
TABLE II 

RESULTING SETTINGS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL ELEMENTS OF EACH DPZ 

DPZ Differential 
element 

min
opI

(A pri) 

min
resI

(A pri) 
dt

(ms) 

1,1΄ 

1 276 162 705 
2 352 40 600 
3 452 40 500 
4 668 40 400 
5 2944 40 314 

Sensitive 128 288 2000 
Instantaneous 6816 3408 0 

2,2΄ 

1 288 30 438 
2 1512 20 314 

Sensitive 100 45 2000 
Instantaneous 5596 2823 0 

3,3΄ 

1 318 20 441 
2 1528 20 314 

Sensitive 160 80 2000 
Instantaneous N/A N/A N/A 

4,4΄ 

1 272 152 708 
2 348 40 600 
3 444 40 500 
4 656 40 400 
5 2940 40 314 

Sensitive 120 296 2000 
Instantaneous 6552 3277 0 

5,5΄ 

1 288 30 365 
2 978 30 313 

Sensitive 114 65 2000 
Instantaneous 5442 2756 0 

6,6΄ 

1 310 20 368 
2 980 20 313 

Sensitive 116 60 2000 
Instantaneous 5162 2610 0 

 
TABLE III 

RESULTING SETTINGS OF THE POST-FAULT TOPOLOGY DIFFERENTIAL 
ELEMENTS OF EACH DPZ 

ΕDPZ Differential 
element 

min
opI

(A pri) 

min
resI

(A pri) 

bl
pfI  

(A pri) 
dt

(ms) 

1,1΄ Main 300 452 1441 715 
Sensitive 132 457 N/A 2000 

2,2΄ Main 462 514 2818 525 
Sensitive 106 283 N/A 2000 

3,3΄ Main 492 424 2665 495 
Sensitive 165 193 N/A 2000 

4,4΄ Main 288 429 1323 725 
Sensitive 140 474 N/A 2000 

5,5΄ Main 456 483 3392 405 
Sensitive 121 277 N/A 2000 

6,6΄ Main 448 387 2165 405 
Sensitive 121 187 N/A 2000 

 
Fig. 7.  Differential element characteristics of DPZ1,1΄. 
 

 
Fig. 8.  Setting the blocking current differential threshold for DPZ3,3΄. 

 
Fig. 8 provides an example of setting 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓bl  for the post-fault 

differential element of DPZ3,3΄, considering the marginal fault 
scenario for this specific case (i.e., a LG fault inside DPZ3,3΄). 
As shown, the simulated fault is detected inside the operating 
area of the main element of interest (i.e., that of DPZ3,3΄), as 
well as the operating area of the respective element enabled 
for the adjacent DPZ2,2΄. This could normally lead to undesired 
double tripping, as there is a very small difference between the 
time delay of the two elements (refer to Table III). 

In order to avoid considerably increasing the time delay of 
the main post-fault topology element of DPZ2,2΄ for this pur-
pose, 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓bl  is properly set for EDPZ3,3΄ (corresponding to the 
horizontal dotted line of Fig. 8), so that a blocking signal is 
sent by the element of DPZ3,3΄ to that of DPZ2,2΄, once the Iop 
calculated by the former exceeds this threshold. Of course, this 
setting is chosen to be suitable for any possible fault that 
would cause concurrent tripping of an adjacent DPZ. 

Finally, besides the static fault simulation study required to 
set the examined DRs, the performance of the designed pro-
tection scheme has been successfully tested via time-domain 
fault simulations. Due to space limitation, two representative 
examples are illustrated in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b. 

Fig. 9a regards a 10-Ω LG fault, occurring at the endpoint 
of lateral L4΄, at t = 1 s. This lateral is primarily protected by a 
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 9 

fuse at its departure, and secondarily by DPZ4,4΄. As shown, 
the fault is cleared by the lateral fuse after approximately 0.35 
s. During the fault, the first differential element of DPZ4,4΄ also 
picks up; however, since it is delayed by 0.708 s, it does not 
trip, coordinating with the lateral fuse. 

Fig. 9b concerns a solid LLL fault, occurring in the main 
line part primarily protected by DPZ2,2΄ (i.e., at bus B12). The 
fault is detected by the second differential element of this 
zone, which trips after 0.314 s and clears the fault. It is worth 
mentioning that, if the conventional setting approach (e.g. as 
in [31]) was followed, instead of the proposed multi-element 
approach, the fault would be cleared after 0.438 s, as practical-
ly only the first differential element would be enabled. It is 
also noted that, as shown in Fig. 9b, the Iop measured during 
the fault is suddenly decreased 0.16 s after fault inception; this 
due to the disconnection of DG units by undervoltage inter-
connection protection. However, the DRs of DPZ2,2΄ operate 
correctly, further proving the immunity of the proposed setting 
methodology to DG intermittence. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 9.  (a) Current through lateral fuse and differential current of DPZ4,4΄. (b) 
Differential current of DPZ2,2΄. 

C.  Comparison with Directional Overcurrent Protection 
In this section the proposed differential protection scheme 

is compared with a typical directional overcurrent protection 
scheme. For this purpose, directional overcurrent relays 
(DOCRs) are assumed at each place where DRs are installed 
in the test distribution system of Fig. 6. Each DOCR (shown 
with a dashed line in Fig. 6) is a dual-setting device with a 
specific setting group against forward (F) and reverse (R) 
faults. 

A detailed short-circuit study is conducted to determine the 
necessary DOCR settings for each direction. In this case, se-
lectivity means that each DOCR must be coordinated with all 
the successive DOCRs as well as with the slowest fuse in a 
specific direction (forward or reverse). The study investigates 
all common solid/non-solid fault types (i.e., single-phase-
ground, double-phase, double-phase-ground, three-phase) 
along the feeders (Line-23 and Line-24). Note that the IEC 
very inverse curve has been chosen for the DOCRs since it fits 
better to most of the fuse characteristics (not shown here).  

Figure 10 depicts a representative coordination example, 
where the tripping time of the phase elements of three succes-
sive DOCRs (i.e., DOCR1, DOCR2, and DOCR3) for a three-
phase fault (LLL) at the remotest end of Line-24 is shown. 
Assuming a CTI equal to 0.3 s, one can see that the three 
DOCRs will trip in a coordinated manner. Table IV presents 
the tripping time of DRs and DOCRs for some indicative fault 
scenarios examined in the comparative study. As it can be 
seen, the DRs give (in most cases) a faster tripping time com-
pared to the DOCRs for the same fault type, fault resistance, 
and fault position. 

Note, however, that the need of a voltage transformer to be 
installed together with the CT and the DOCR increases the 
cost of the directional overcurrent scheme, whereas the diffi-
culty to find a unique setting for the single phase/ground di-
rectional element in order to effectively deal with all faults 
(especially those involving fault resistance) occurring in an 
active distribution system (like that shown in Fig. 6) makes 
this standard methodology challenging from the very begin-
ning. 

 

 
Fig. 10.  LLL forward fault in front of DOCR3. 
 

TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF TRIPPING TIMES OF DRS AND DOCRS  

Acting 
device 

Fault in the middle of DPZ Fault in front of slowest fuse 
LLL 
(0Ω) 

LG 
(5Ω) 

LG 
(8Ω) 

LLL 
(0Ω) 

LG 
(5Ω) 

LG 
(8Ω) 

Tripping time of DRs (s) 
DPZ1 0.314 0.400 0.400 0.314 0.400 0.500 
DPZ2 0.314 0.438 0.438 0.314 0.438 0.438 
DPZ3 0.314 0.441 0.441 0.314 0.441 0.441 

Tripping time of DOCRs (s) for above fault locations 
DOCR1,2 0.502 1.582 2.786 0.525 1.796 3.062 
DOCR2,3 0.312 0.476 0.510 0.350 0.476 0.578 
DOCR3,7 0.219 0.206 0.206 0.191 0.206 0.206 
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VI.  CONCLUSION 
This paper introduces a multi-element line differential pro-

tection approach, suitable for DG-integrated distribution sys-
tems. Unlike existing differential protection schemes, this ap-
proach applies multiple differential elements to each DPZ, 
forming a time-graded scheme for effective coordination with 
lateral protection. A sensitive and an instantaneous differential 
element is also enabled in each DPZ, against high-impedance 
and severe faults, respectively. An adaptive approach is pro-
posed to ensure protection reliability after a DPZ trips. A 
blocking-based logic is applied in this case, to avoid nuisance 
tripping of a zone during external faults, caused by DG infeed. 
Dealing with this kind of nuisance tripping constitutes another 
contribution of this work. A BF protection scheme is further 
designed for backup protection.  

The applicability of the proposed DR setting methodology 
is proven on a real distribution system with DG, considered 
operating in a ring configuration. The enhanced performance 
of the designed protection scheme is demonstrated via time-
domain fault simulations, which show the superiority of the 
proposed approach compared to the conventional one. 
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